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President’s Message
Dear Members and esteemed Wolfhound lovers,
We start this new Club year on a sound financial footing, many
thanks to the combined strength of a hard working collective of familiar,
(and golden faces), who regularly carry this Club forward. Were it not
for the behind- the- scenes- efforts to organize the social gatherings we
enjoy, the continuity of a few members who diligently make
submissions to our Bugle magazine, we would just be another Dog Club.
We are not. We are special, like our breed.
As a side note, I was tasked last year with a financial evaluation
of the Bugle to ascertain cost cutting measures. There are none. No
entity, not even the State of Kansas where pdf mass printing to 4 colours
could compete with the mountain of bi-monthly work our editor
accomplishes. Note to Board; we lose our Editor=out of control cost.
A core understanding for ‘success’ of any kind has always been
to reconcile the ‘Social’ with the’ Business’. Although it sounds like an
oxymoron, it is incorrect to assume that as a non-profit California
Corporation, we must not make a profit. In business and in social
planning, no profit means ‘no party’ or, worse liquidation. I address this
because I see a myriad of challenges in the decade looking forward. One
item we are under pressure from is a decreasing membership. Whether it
is the reduction of IW owners, age, a decrease in home and yard size, or
a generation who preference is that a companion should not be the size
of a farm animal, one fact rang clear. Every member asked; noted that
the ‘Bugle’ is the lifeline that cements this group. A group whose
companions of choice love like humans, and whose real legacy, the
jewel in our crown, is the wealth of knowledge we can impart.
The fact that is naively overlooked is this; your annual cost of a
membership is the cost of your six Bugle publications. That ‘wash’ is
not ‘good business’. But increasing membership for increased
publishing costs is not the solution. Decreasing production increases
mailing due to larger Bugles, and it’s the same. If we are to maintain our
position against the rising tide we must formulate a plan. I state my
mission statement this year to work collectively with your Board to
forge a path that we can all want to be a part of. It is the possibility of
self-sufficiency that negates the angst of conservatism, and illuminates
practical goals.
On a tangent, my wife and I asked the ‘children’ if they would
like to go get in the truck? Our intent was Baskin Robbins double French
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vanilla. Why? Because if the kids have been good, why not? The local
excavation company had the shopping center blocked. We decided the
Block brew pub would be good….packed. Lucky’s for Saturday night
wine and a stop at Lolita’s Mercado to see Edgar and have him cut up
shank hueso blanco in 2” rings with frozen marrow popsicle
inside…………………..sorry Jauncho, we out, come back on
Wednesday. Dejected we returned home. As I turned the truck off, I felt
an uncomfortable force behind me………………and a reflection of eyes
that screamed;

”WHAT!!! NOTHING…. NO BEACH…….
NOTHING!”

........"Our thoughts go out to those members

who find themselves close to this year's fires”
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Northern California Irish Wolfhound Club
Member Meeting Minutes
Saturday, June 24, 2017
1423 Carrousel Lane, Sacramento, CA 95822
@ 11:00 am
Roll Call at 11:07 am
2016-17 Board Members present : Megan Thompson, Jon
Giles, Lisa Burr, Maria Theresa Grotano, Mike Luba, Ann Gould.
Apologies : Carla Zayac, Kay Paz.
Absent : Mike Demeter.
Members present : Robin & Terry Burchett, Lynne Rosebrock,
Frank Christian, Karen Corriea, Carol Gabriel, Chris Thompson,
Coral Henning, Dwyan Williams, Tom & Inga Bourdon, Carol &
Ken Gabriel, Pip Giles.
Guests: Tom & Monique Dorning, Christina Kelley-Furst & Jacob
Furst.
Minutes of 6/18/2016 Member meeting : MOTION #1. by
Lynne R. / Jon G. "to accept minutes as printed in the Bugle." No
discussion. Motion passed unanimously.
Appointment of Ballot Counters : MOTION #2. by Lynne R. /
Coral H. "to accept the presented slate without a Ballot count."
Discussion centered on there being no need because there were
no additional applicants. Motion passed unanimously.
President's Report by Megan Thompson : welcome to our
guests and THANKYOU to Coral and Dwyan for allowing us to
use their spectacular home. It's good to see new and prospective
members attending a meeting.
Secretary Report : Chris T. offered to take the minutes. Get
well soon Carla !
Treasurer's report : Ann G. not yet present - item continued
to later in this agenda.
Committee Reports :
2017 Specialty Shows : October 13 & 14. All is on track.
Conformation Judge on Friday, October 13 is Sue Cole (UK).
ASFA lure course Judge on Friday TBA. Sweeps Judge on
Saturday, October 14 is Sue Marvin (Arizona).
Conformation Judge on Saturday, October 14 is Debbie Petersen
(Oregon). Megan T. has arranged the UK Judge's travel. THANK
YOU Megan !
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Specialty Trophies & Photographer : Gail Hawksworth &
Ylva Ghazal will donate the larger-than-previous ribbons' costs THANKYOU Gail & Ylva !
Megan T. will prepare the Permanent Trophies prior to the shows
and Dywan W. and others will organise everything on the day.
This year, the Permanent Trophies will be displayed indoors. Ken
O'Brien will be the Specialty winners' Photographer (no photos to
be taken with the Judge, by others at the Photographer's set up).
His work is displayed on his website and will be available in
digital or hard copy. If possible, the winner photos will be indoors
because of the heat. http://www.kenobrienphoto.com/
A Club Trailer Inventory will be performed by Chris & Megan T.,
prior to the shows.
Specialty Grounds : Grounds will be managed by Frank
Christian and crew. THANKYOU Frank and crew !
General : Frank C. will design and have made a new Club
banner (rectangular shape). Chris T. will manage RV and tent
reservations. Parking is restricted to the areas designated last
year. Cost per night = $ 40.00 per RV and $ 30.00 per tent.
The Petaluma Quality Inn offers a 15 % discount. Dogs $ 15 per
night per dog. Use the password "Wolfhound". Rohnert Park
Motel Six is recommended. Petaluma Motel 6 is not
recommended.
Saturday, October 13 (10am to 3pm) an Irish Wolfhound Cardiac
Study-aligned test is offered. Eight years and older Veterans'
costs are covered by the IW Foundation. The results are sent to
UC Davis for inclusion in their Atrial Fibrillation Study. Arrive
early.
Specialty Logo Item : Frank has a preliminary T-Shirt design
which was approved by acclamation, with two adjustments.
Megan T. will co-ordinate the printing and supply of these.
Discounted items will be available.
Specialty Obedience & Rally : Junko Ishihara will
photograph, at ringside.
Rally will be scheduled before Obedience. Judge of both is Dede
Anderson. Rally will start as soon asap after 8 am. Cindy Steele
has offered to manage the two events. THANKYOU Cindy !
Specialty Lure Course : Sunday, October 15 beginning 8 am.
Activities : Grass Valley Celtic Festival is Sept 29 to Oct 1. To
attend, contact event leader Chris T. at truebrit@napanet.net
/ http://kvmrcelticfestival.org/
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Website : reminder to send in your candid photos. Frank has
covered the Web Hosting fee of $ 395.00, which needs
repayment asap. Lynne Rosebrock volunteers to take over
running the Club Website from Frank C. THANKYOU Lynne &
Frank !
Club's FACEBOOK site : THANKYOU Lynne R. for managing
this.
Hound's Bugle : a recent computer glitch was fixed for $
95.00. The last edition cost was $ 4.13 each. Robin needs
articles - eg. "How I met my first Irish Wolfhound".
Legislation : no report presented.
Treasurer's report : Ann G. arrived - no report presented promises it will be forwarded to the Membership asap.
Unfinished Business :
Matters arising from agenda :
Club-sponsored February 2018 Lure Course events :
information to follow.

NCIWC sponsored NOFCA hunt : NCIWC is
complying with the rules necessary to continue its
membership. Megan T. represents NCIWC on the NOFCA Board.
Cost of membership : Lynne R. said that, considering the
generally increasing cost of the Bugle (approximately $ 35 per
year), we should begin to raise our member fees to match.
MOTION #3 by Karen C. / Lynne R. "to increase the Associate
member fee to $ 35.00, to take effect immediately". Discussion
on the merits of the idea centered on the fiduciary problem
created. Motion passed unanimously.
IRS Fiscal Year : the updated Bylaws shows no fiscal year are currently June to July. MOTION # 4 by Megan T. / Carol G.
"to retain current fiscal year" Discussion centered on the need to
change or not. Motion passed unanimously.
Election of new members : Daniel Binet, Elizabeth &
Stephen Gabriel, Christina-Kelley & Jacob Furst, Tom & Monique
Dorning and Tiffanie DeBartolo had all applied.
MOTION # 5 by Chris T. / Carol G. "to welcome all of these
applicants to Associate Membership". Short discussion centered
on breeders. Motion passed unanimously.
Election of Officers & Directors : results are as the slate
presented to the membership. The 2017-18 Board take their
places and conduct any further business.
New Business :
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Approval of Prior Policies : MOTION #6 by Ann G. / Lisa B.
"to approve all current policies" Discussion centered on the need
for a review in the near future. Motion passed unanimously.
2017 Club Xmas party : Toro Park, Salinas ? December 2nd
? Continued ...
Next Board meeting : set for August 26, at the four day
Mensona Show at Santa Rosa - 30 minutes after the Irish
Wolfhound B.O.B. judging. If too hot, it is to be at the Gabriels'
beautiful home - 18 Everett Road, Petaluma, CA 94952-9662
Matters arising : Mike Demeter's Board resignation received.
NCIWC wishes Mike a speedy recovery and the best of future
health, following his recent heart attack. A replacement will be
chosen at the next Board meeting.
Adjourn : MOTION #6 by Megan T/ Ken G. "to adjourn @ 1:22"
passed unanimously.
Brags ! Brags !! Brags !!!
Respectfully Submitted,
Chris Thompson
Secretary
NCIWC
**********************************************************

PLEASE NOTE - THIS IS YOUR LAST BUGLE
If dues have not been paid.
$35 for Associate Membership
$35 for Single Active Membership
$45 for Family Active Membership
Checks should be made out to NCIWC, and mailed to:
Robin Burchett
2213 Greenbrier Street
Concord, CA 94520-1441
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NCIWC New Members Page
Associate Memberships - Read in June 24, 2017

Daniel Binet
3570 Sacramento Street #303
San Francisco, CA 94118
(415) 567-4000
djbinet@aol.com
Sponsor: Ann Gould
Dog: Dev
Tiffanie Debartolo
410 Magee Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941
(415) 444-6291
Tiffanie@brightantenna.com
Sponsor: Brenda Pierce
Dog: Dipsea
Tom & Monique Dorning
1338 Fasination Circle
Richmond, CA 94803
(415) 269-4949
moniquedorning@sbcglobal.net
Sponsor:Ann Gould
Dog: Blondie
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NCIWC New Members Page Cont
Associate Memberships - Read in June 24, 2017

Christina Kelley-Furst & Jacob Furst
316 North Warner Street
Ridgecrest, CA 93555
(760) 401-6035
Ina246@aol.com
Sponsor: Lynne Rosebrock
Dogs: Brea, Gweneviere, and Mannix
Elizabeth & Stephen Gabriel
P. O. Box 181
91286 Blue River Road
Blue River, OR 97413
(541) 822-3416
beiga@live.com
Sponsor: Carol Gabriel
Dog: Quiiley
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Editor’s Note - I completely forgot to place The St
Patrick’s Day Parade in the March Bugle. So, here it is !

THE MAGIC
A look back at this year’s St. Patrick’s Day Parade
Each year, magic happens in
San Francisco. Thousands of
people gather as spectators
and participants in the San
Francisco St. Patrick’s Day
parade. San Francisco is home
to the largest St. Patrick’s Day
parade west of the Rocky
Mountains and a huge source
of local Irish pride. For
members of the Northern
California Irish Wolfhound
Club preparation can be
extensive and for some, travel
is long. But, whether you
travel for many hours or you
just step out the door on the
morning of parade day, those
of us who participate find
ourselves part of a huge
crowd of people on 2nd St. in
San Francisco. With sloshing
cups of coffee we watch the
parade Marshall shuttle units
back and forth, up and down
2nd St. in an attempt to
assemble bands, cars, floats,
horses, and this year more
than 20 Irish Wolfhounds into
the makings of a parade. And then, sometime around 11:30 the
sounds of the numerous bands increase, the classic cars and floats
begin to roll, our banner carriers advance forward and our hounds
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set off with their humans down 2nd St. It’s now that the real
parade magic begins.

Not much can compare to the sea of faces that greet us when we
turn from 2nd onto Market St. The noise, the motion, the surging
of folks from the sidewalks just to reach out and touch the
Wolfhounds is a source of amazement. A little bit of everyone is
here within the crowd. After all, this parade is in San Francisco, a
place that defies explanation and defines diversity. There are the
Irish revelers with Guinness in hand. The little children, some
with painted faces looking up at
the hounds in wonder at
something so grand. There are the
folks in wheelchairs that cannot
get to the front of the crowd
straining to touch such a
magnificent creature. There are
families with moms holding their
children safe from a perceived
danger. There are the homeless
for whom Market St. is their
home. Everyone is here young and
old. And everyone seems to feel
the magic.
So what is this magic? If you join
us for the next St. Patrick’s Day
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parade this is what you’ll see.
There is almost NO other
parade unit that causes folks to
break through the crowd
controls and out onto the street
in an effort make contact with
our hounds. Our hounds are
the super stars of the parade.
They represent joy, wonder,
peace and they represent love.
Despite their great size and
capabilities, they remain
reserved but friendly and bring
no harm. How lucky we are to
live with and to be able to
share them. This is the MAGIC. This is the magic of the St.
Patrick’s Day parade and this sharing of our beloved Wolfhounds
with thousands of people, far exceeds ANY other sharing we do
anywhere throughout all of our wonderful Wolfhound activities.
All of this is the MAGIC.
And the MAGIC is recognized elsewhere on our parade route.
After we tirelessly walk down Market Street in a more or less free
form manner we find ourselves before an even greater assemblage
of souls at San Francisco City Hall.
Here, the boulevard is wide and
sense of formality sets in. City Hall
with its magnificent golden dome
looms over the boulevard and
plaza. And of course the reviewing
stand with JUDGES and
dignitaries lies just ahead. To the
roar of the crowd, the hounds
advance toward judgement. The
judges make their assessment as
judges do and quietly, we move off
toward a grassy spot to rest,
mingle, rest some more and pose
for pictures. It has been a great
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walk and a long day. The parade is
finished but the magic doesn’t end.
The magic can’t end. Truly, the
parade is behind us for this year.
But the hounds are with us. We get
to take them home. They are the
magic and this year their magic
brought the Northern California
Irish Wolfhound Club a first place
award as Best Irish Unit Other.
Along with the first place award
came a handsome cash prize now
added to the club treasury.
So, there you have it. A look back at
this year’s St. Patrick’s Day Parade.
In just a few months you can begin to make your own plans to
come to San Francisco and be part of what makes this day so
special. We are looking forward to the 2018 parade. It should be a
special event. To quote a great man within our organization, “Hug
your hounds”. Treasure the magic. See you next year.
Tom Bourdon

Our photographer - Junko Ishihara
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The
End

The Hounds’ Bugle is starting something new - “My First IW”,
to tell the story of acquiring your first Irish Wolfhound
Harry wanted a wolfhound, he researched it for months, we tried to get
with NCIWC but were unable to contact anyone, no one responded to us
we had a # from someone in Vacaville???? He found a breeder in Los
Banos Ca Gillarimo Culloccicho
(eeek Bad Spelling) so Harry set it all
up, we picked up Shamus he was 4
months or so old ????? we bought
him a collar food and leash, we took
him out to potty - he never had a
collar or been walked on a leash, so
we began the walking training,
socialization, He was always sticking
to our side wherever we took hm. We
went to obedience school, but he
never really took to it, eventhough we
always had patience with him. We
took him to stores, Parks, wherever
we went. We also had Our Lady
Sonja who didn't really like people
either, and that may also have made
him not really understand that people
were okay, so he always went it to
protective mood. I always felt so bad we also tried a trainer at our
house, but it didn't do so well, so we just watched over him. If we went
to the dog park he ran and interacted with dogs no problem, but it was
the humans he feared. We would tell people to ignore him or he just
avoided them, but after weeks of the dog park one person could pet him.
Shamus would go to him for one rub then leave. We just never knew if
something could happen so we stopped the dog Park as it always left me
feeling sad that he couldn't ever be around people. We would take him
for walks, and to the beach but that's all. He really gets left out.. But no
matter he was our first Irish Wolfhound. We dearly love him and I
know he loves us, despite all the setbacks and comments in the
beginning, that we should put him down. So he may be antisocial
around people, Shamus loves us and plays like a puppy, sometimes,
laying on us and sings, wrestles with Oberon on the couch, gives hugs
an, and licks when he is happy, and especially loves being vacuumed
eeekkkk,, He is Our Baby Bear, or the Weiss Tatonka
Harry & Lisa Burr
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The doctor's wife appeared at the door and we were ushered into the
living room wherein a massive log fire was still burning. As we
approached the hearth, the slightly dirty grey rug laying in front of the fire
-How we met the breed :

We have been involved with Irish Wolfhounds for around twentytwo years now. Recently we lost our grand old gentleman, Liam,
at ten years and ten months. We are currently privileged to have
three girls and one boy at home - a six year old (Shamrock), a five
year old (Rhondda), a two year old (Cait) and a four month old
puppy boy (Mzee - pronounced mZay) at home.
Our first direct experience was in the south of England about
thirty-five years ago. The Toll-cottage in which we lived was built
of solid brick (meaning having no damp proof course nor a
double-skinned walling). Constructed in the 1840's, it was
customary at that time and in this area to dig a trench down
through the chalk bedrock and begin building on the chalk with
solid courses of brick until, at ground level, these courses became
just two wide (10 inches), and that would be taken up to form the
house. For those who are interested, this scenario is the
explanation for a feature often included in the design of modern
'olde worlde' cottages. Called "wainscotting", this involved
mounting wooden panels all around the lower floors' walls. The
wainscotting consisted of vertically placed and narrow boards to
the height of three feet, and topped off with a horizontal trim
piece. However, no modern house uses the feature for it's original
purpose (you see it in a lot of American beach houses) - which
was to hide the damp within the walls - generally, damp rises
through capilliary action only to two or three feet high in the type
of brick available at the time.
Being in the country, on the very edge of a small village, it was a
great place to bring up our two kids. However, the relatively damp
atmosphere led to the kids getting more than what we suppose is
the average share of colds and the flu. Noel, our son, was and is
an extremely healthy individual but our daughter, Felicity, was and
is much more susceptible to the childhood kinds of illnesses,
especially things to do with her nose ! Late one evening, Felicity
was taken ill and, after a somewhat flustered phone call, we drove
her over to our doctor's house on the other side of the village 20

English country doctors used to allow such things after normal
working hours (I can't imagine they do still !).
It was a dark night with a chill in the air. Not having visited before,
we had trouble finding the cottage. Eventually, we held the map
up the correct way (this was well before cell phone maps of
course) and found ourselves negotiating a long gravel drive,
which ended at a huge and very old brick cottage. The thatched
roof seemed to be on fire, though on closer inspection we realised
it was smoke blowing from a central chimney.
stood up !
....... An Irish Wolfhound !!!
A subsequent trip to a benched dog show in the grounds of
Windsor Castle, involving twenty or so IWs, sealed our fate ...
Chris & Megan Thompson
and the "Hounds of Eirinn"
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It's Summer! Get Out and About With Your Dog
An exhaustive list of resources for summertime fun - no excuses!
BY HELENE G. GOLDBERGER, ESQ, CPDT-KA, PMCT
Now that the warmer weather is on its way, many of us will be thinking
of the different places and things we can do with our dogs in the great outdoors.
But before you embark on a trip with your dog, think of her individual
preferences in addition to yours. It's wonderful when your dog is easygoing
and gets along with everyone. Our dog Helen of Troy, CGC, TT, ATD, is one
of those — she greets all humans and other dogs (and even cats and rabbits!)
with a happy tail wag and sniff. But your dog may not be as social, so
determine realistically the sort of places and times where and when your dog
will be most comfortable. Is there a particular path or trail that is less populated
at certain times? If your dog is reactive, maybe it's time to work on some
counter-conditioning and desensitization before embarking.
You could also enroll in a "Reactive Rover" class in your area as a
prerequisite to your outdoor experience (but first make sure the trainer uses
positive-reinforcement methods!). If there aren't any such classes accessible
to you, check out the following resources:
•The Leash Reactivity Blueprint (DVD), by Tristan Flynn
•Reactivity: A Program for Rehabilitation (DVD), by Emily Larlham
•Beware of the Dog, by Pat Miller
Even if your dog is not reactive, get him ready for the great outdoors by
practicing some basic manners, such as checking in with you.
Importance of Your Dog's Name; reliable recalls; and loose-leash walking.
You can practice all of this in the comfort of your own home and, if available,
your own backyard before venturing far afield. Or if possible, take a brush-up
Good Manners class with a trainer who uses positive-reinforcement-based
training.
Part of your spring planning might be to evaluate the equipment you
currently use to walk your dog. If it's working for you, great. If your dog is
pulling hard, apart from working on your technique, perhaps look into a front
clip harness, combined with a martingale collar or a head halter. (See
youtu.be/1wakterNyUg for a Jean Donaldson video on conditioning your dog
to enjoy wearing a head halter.)
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ALWAYS CHECK THE RULES TO AVOID
DISAPPOINTMENT
In preparing for your outing, make sure you check the rules. In our area,
many of the trails and parks permit dogs but they must be leashed. I have,
however, encountered locations that don't allow dogs at all. Don't risk
receiving a citation after you've spent time and resources to get there; be
sure you know you will be welcome with your canine companion.
I always remind my Family Manners clients that everyone is not required
to love your dog. So, don't allow your dog to greet strangers — human or
otherwise — without an invitation. As for greeting other dogs on leash — it's
not the best scenario for a happy outcome. Similarly, if your dog is not
comfortably able meeting new people, just politely and firmly say to all
would-be greeters, 'My dog is not friendly" and move on
see owners who allow their dogs to defecate without cleaning up, run amok,
and make themselves a nuisance, the areas where dogs are permitted will
shrink.
Depending on the jurisdiction, you may need to carry proof of your dog's
rabies vaccination and licensing. In some areas it's not enough to have a tag
on your dog; you need a copy of the actual license. If you are traveling out
of state with your dog, you may need a health certificate from your
vetermanan.

GEAR UP
Assuming your dog is physically and behaviorally ready to hit the trail,
prepare yourself and your dog for your outing. It's a great idea to carry a
backpack (and there are even nice ones your dog can carry as well) to carry
all your trail essentials:
• Water (I use a bottle called a Gulpy, a plastic bottle that has a nifty
device that allows your dog to drink right from the bottle without
an additional bowl; see newanglepet.com)
•
Snacks for you and your dog, including training treats
• And of course, poop bags!
Unless your dog has an absolutely rock-solid recall, I suggest keeping her
on a leash. You can use a longer one on the trail if that's helpful to you;
there are nice 15-footers that will allow you to give your dog more freedom,
such as the ones made by Bridgeport Equipis never without her favorite,
soft long line from White Pine Outfitters, whitepineoutfitters.com.)
I don't recommend using retractable leads; the thin line can do damage to
your hands if you grab it, and if dropped, the plastic handle can become a
flying missile that scares your dog into a panicked run.
Be sure your dog has a tag on him with your current phone number on it
— and carry a cellphone in case of emergency. It's a good idea to put
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together a basic first-aid kit that you keep in your car, with some essentials
like gauze, bandages, sterile tape, cold compress, hydrogen peroxide,
blanket, antibiotic cream, Benadryl (check with your vet regarding
appropriate dosage for your dog), muzzle, and tweezers. (See our review of
pet first-aid kits in the May 2015 issue.)
When hiking in the back country, I also always carry yummy treats and a
can of Spray Shield (formerly Direct Stop) citronella spray. You never
know when you might encounter a threatening dog and need to use the
spray defensively. While vacationing on an island a couple of summers
ago, my husband, our dog Helen, and I were standing by the harbor as a
family came in on their dingy. Their dog visually locked onto Helen, and I
sensed trouble even before he jumped out of their boat and made a beeline
for us.
My husband scooped up our 39-pound pittie and while the other dog
completely ignored his owners' shouts, I tossed treats at him, heading
toward his owners while Paul and Helen got away. If the treats didn't work,
I was prepared to use the spray (but, thank goodness, I didn't have to). The
spray is citronella-based and while it does no permanent harm, it will deter
many dogs that are not as easily dissuaded by treats.
You may want to invest in one of the great treat bags WDJ reviewed in
the August 2016 issue, which allow you to carry these essentials right on
your belt.
Of course, it's critical that you consider your dog's comfort and
hydration during any summertime activity. Heatstroke is a very real and
dangerous (but fortunately preventable) condition, and dogs who haven't
been slowly acclimated to exercising in high temperatures are at the highest
risk. Make sure you have sufficient water to offer him, and offer it often!

ACTIVITY IDEAS
What about swimming? Many dogs absolutely love to engage in this
activity, but some don't. Don't coerce your dog into the water; that's not
going to improve his association with swimming. Our dog Chester was
tentative when we first introduced him to water, but dove in when we
started throwing his beloved toys into the wet stuff.
There are many great floatable toys that your dog may enjoy retrieving,
such as the Kong Company's Wubba toy. We found that just 10 to 15 minutes
of this game resulted in a happy and tired dog. I do suggest you keep your
dog on a long line and even have her wear a life vest made for dogs. (See "The
Best Life Jackets for Dogs," July 2016.) Dogs drown, too! Don't even think
of letting your dog have access to a pool or other body of water without careful
supervision; my cousins lost their beautiful American Staffordshire Terrier
when he couldn't get out of a neighbors' pool, and drowned.
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Once home, I advise rinsing your dog off well. Whether the dog was in a
chlorinated pool or in a natural body of water, there are plenty of potential
irritants that can make your dog itchy.
Many people love to run with their dogs. Count me among them (when
Chester was younger)! It's important to assess the physical condition of your
dog and the potential effects of running on his joints.
Consult with your veterinarian about when it's advisable to run a growing
dog for extended periods, especially on hard surfaces. Once your dog is fully
mature and you have determined he enjoys this activity, go for it! Be prepared
with your treats, dog deterrent spray, and water.
Just as we are always advised to start slowly and work up to longer
distances, so should we do with our dogs. In very warm weather keep your
runs short, schedule these outings or cooler early-morning or evening hours.
Don't overlook social activities with your dog! Many towns have dog parks
and some even have restaurants that offer "Yappy Hours" for people who want
to bring their dogs and socialize. Many farmers' markets allow people to bring
their dogs, and parks and ballgames are other potential venues for summer
fun.
Assess whether your dog is a candidate for such close quarters with other
dogs and people. Be certain your dog will be an ambassador for his species
and not a make himself a nuisance by jumping on people or grabbing food
out of children's hands. Even if your dog is a good citizen, you may cncounter
other dogs who are not, and humans who are oblivious to their dogs' behaviors.
If you have a young dog or puppy, socialization is important, but make
sure it's a positive experience for your young dog and don't let him get
overwhelmed. (See "Puppy Socialization, May 2017.)
If you'd like to try a dog park, go by yourself first, and just observe from
outside the fenced area. Does it seem well managed? Are small dogs separated
from large? What's the culture like;: Are the owners attentive, or just
socializing among themselves and ignoring inappropriate canine behavior?
Do the dogs get along, or is bullying happening — or even actual fights
breaking out? If your assessment is positive, give it a try. (See "Dog Park
Etiquette," Sep tember 2006.)
If the park looks more hazardous than happy, you may be better off setting
up your own play dates, by inviting a couple of friends with nice, friendly
dogs to your fenced yard, or borrowing a yard from a friend or neighbor for
that purpose. In a familiar environment, you can better manage the dogs'
interactions, and keep the number appropriate. If play gets too rough, ask your
dog to come, reward her, let her rest a bit, and then rejoin.
For those of us who like more organized canine activities, search out local
dog clubs and training centers and try a new sport!
Agility
Competitive Obedience
Disc Dog
Flyball
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Lure Coursing
Musical freestyle
Parkour
Rally Obedience
Stand-Up Paddleboarding
Tracking
Treibball
There are countless other activities for your dogs outside whether, it's in
your own backyard chasing a ball, fetching a flying disc, or playing with a
flirt pole (such as the one made by Squishy Face Studio and available from
Chewy.com and other online outlets), or hiking, swimming, or running. see
Training Editor Pat Miller's book Play With Your Dog for even more ideas.
Exercising your dog in this way will likely result in a calm and peaceful dog
at home, but will also strengthen your relationship with your canine
companion. Isn't that what it's all about?
Helene Goldberger, Esq., CPDT-KA PMC T, grew up with dogs and pursued
a better way to train in order to help her [ear-aggressive dog, Chester Bighead,
CCC, TT. This path led her to becoming a professional trainer; her Training
business is called HeartDog. Helene is of counsel to Tooher & Barone LLP,
an environmental law firm, in Albany, NY. She lives with her husband, and
two rescued pit bulls.

What You Should Know: Premack Principle
Another great thing about figuring out what makes your dog happy in
terms of exercise and play time is you can use it for training, There is a
behavioral principle conceived by Professor David Premack, popularly
known as the "Premack Principle." (It's also known as Grandma's Law:
"You have to eat your vegetables before you can have your dessert.") It
states that you can use more probable behaviors to reinforce less
probable ones. It means that you can get your dog to perform a less-fun
behavior in order to have the opportunity to perform a more desirable
behavior.
It's a simple concept – if your dog can't wait to get out to play with his
favorite toy in the yard, ask him to sit politely at the door. Once he has
achieved this, you can say, "Yes!" and throw him the toy. Similarly, at
the lake, if he is shaking with excitement to get in the water, don't just let
him drag you there. Ask him to sit, walk politely, and, if necessary, even
retreat to your vehicle. Don't let him wade or swim until he exhibits the
self-control necessary to walk on a loose leash - and then let him have a
blast!
The Whole Dog Journal – June 2017
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Medical Cannabis and Its Impact on Pets

Before Before we discuss the topic of medical marijuana, hemp and
their use in pets, we should review current laws and regulations
concerning these products. The use of marijuana – medically or
recreationally – is illegal at the federal level in the United States.
Hemp, by contrast, is legal because it is low in tetrahydrocannabinol
(THC). Since the medicinal use of cannabinoids (cannabis) – which
includes hemp and marijuana – has been documented, 37 states have
enacted laws for human use according to Norml.org. However, this is
where it becomes confusing:
•

An enacted law does not mean that it has become operational
yet – meaning the programs are not up and running.

•

The qualifying, diagnosed medical conditions vary by state.

•

The number of plants and/or the amount someone can carry
in their home also varies.

•

The type of medical cannabis used can vary. In the state of
Iowa, people with certain medical conditions can have
cannabidiol oil, which is low in THC, the component that
causes a person to become “stoned” or “high”.

•

The amount and/or type of approved pesticides used varies
by state.

•

The amount and/or type of approved fungicides used varies
by state.

Let’s put this into context. Currently, the state of California does not
regulate any pesticides, fungicides, chemicals, foreign material, heavy
metals, or microbiological impurities (mold, bacteria) in medical or
recreational cannabis. But, regulation is slated to start in 2018.
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One investigative report found that 41 out of 44 samples tested
contained 16 pesticides at levels so high that the marijuana probably
would have been banned in states with these regulations.
Another worry is mold. University of California at Davis researchers
found the levels of mold or bacteria on samples of concern. If people
with immunocompromised systems inhale cannabis to alleviate their
symptoms, they could be more susceptible to respiratory and pulmonary
infections because their bodies cannot effectively fight the fungus or
bacteria.
This issue does not mean that medical use of cannabis should be
restricted, but serves as an example of why regulation is needed.
How does this impact companion pets? Several cannabis products on
the market are grown with high cannabidiol/low THC specifically
intended for pets. Many animal companion parents believe that their
pets have benefitted greatly from the use of these products to help with
anxiety, arthritis, seizures, cancer and other conditions. While
veterinarians cannot prescribe medical cannabis, they may also have
seen the benefits from pets taking these products; so please consult with
your veterinarian as well.
Of current concern as states are beginning to regulate pesticides, fungus
and fungicides in cannabis, will pet cannabis products be subject to the
same standards? If it is ALL commercially sold cannabis products, then
the answer is Yes. If the regulation only extends to products grown for
human consumption, then the answer is No.
This is the point at which you need to be an advocate for your pet. Ask
the manufacturers to verify that the product is in fact low in THC, as
pets also can have adverse reactions. Ask the growers and
manufacturers about independent laboratory tests that include heavy
metal, mold and bacterial testing. Additionally, find out the type and
amount of pesticides and fungicides. They should at least meet a
minimum state regulation (i.e. Colorado is a good place to start) for
human consumption until parallel standards can be set for pets.
Remember, this article is not about the benefits of cannabis (high in
cannabidiol/low in THC) for pets with certain medical conditions. It is
about accountability from the manufacturers and farmers regarding
sourcing, processing and chemicals. Many readers of this article rightly
hold pet food manufacturers to these standards, so they should do the
same with all suppliers.
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A note of caution: cannabinoid toxicosis in dogs has been reported. This
is highly correlated with the increase of medical marijuana licenses and
use. If death occurs in pets, it is usually from ingestion. So, please either
inhale your product in a highly ventilated area, and keep your supply –
baked or bagged – out of reach of your pets.
W. Jean Dodds, DVM
Hemopet / NutriScan
11561 Salinaz Avenue
Garden Grove, CA 92843
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The NCIWC Web Page needs a new Web Master
THE WEB PAGE MASTER Job Description:
Purpose: Maintain Club web site to help keep members and
the public up to date on the club’s activities and goals. To
keep up to date information and references to topics that
may be of interest.
⇒ To update information of upcoming events.
⇒ To keep a calendar of club events.
⇒ To provide a report including images, of club activities
past.
⇒ Provide downloadable documents of club Bi-laws and
other club function forms.
⇒ Provide club goals and mission statement.
⇒ Supply information on the IW by either linking to, or
providing on site.
⇒ Include candid shots provided by club members. (web
master to administer decision on publishing content).
⇒ Provide contact information on board members and
officers of the club.
⇒ Contact and encourage club members to submit
ideas, and images about their IW’s.
⇒ Answer any correspondence submitted to web
master in a timely fashion.
⇒ Provide space and layout for club sales of
merchandise.
⇒ Keep a list of links of interest, including links to other
IW clubs, and products.
⇒ Update look and content to peek interest of viewer.
Please contact Frank Christian for further information
fwc10000@gmail.com
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NCIWC needs a new Activity Chair
ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE
Purpose:
To provide activities for Irish Wolfhounds and their owners.
To share, enjoy, and educate; allowing an opportunity for the
strengthening of the bond between.
Scope:
To coordinate activities not covered by other standing
committees such as: Specialty show, lure coursing, open
field coursing, fun match. The activities and events can
include but are not limited to, tracking, therapy, walks, hikes,
camping, Christmas dinner, and information lectures. Any
club member is encouraged with the approval of the activity
chairman to organize an activity. The goal is to help fulfill the
mission statement of the club (To provide venues and
information to promote the well being of the IW. To help
IW breeders find the best breeding stock for their
kennel). The committees for each event scheduled would
come from club members who volunteer. Emphasis on
participation in the different activities is for those club
members that would like to have more involvement with
other Irish Wolfhounds and their owners.
Responsible for:
⇒ Encouraging participation by club members.
⇒ Identifying possible club members that would like to
participate.
⇒ Organize activities
⇒ Mail flyers and maintain club awareness of up coming
events.
⇒ Help coordinate activities organized by a club member
other then the chairman.
Report to the board of the outcome of the activity (includes
pictures and quotes from members who were present)
including a copy for the Bugle, web page and blog.
Please contact Frank Christian for further information
fwc10000@gmail.com
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Keena Brave Lass
Keena Brave Lass
O'Westlinwind is 10 years
old on August 2. Our
Keena has been a joy
from the moment we met
her at 4 1/2 weeks old.
We brought her home at
8 weeks and she quickly
became a bright light in
our lives. Thank you
sweet girl for choosing us
on the day we met you.
We so miss your sister,
Kellie and wish she was
here to celebrate, too. Our love always.
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Mary and Tom Conroy.

NCIWC Back-to-back Specialties October 13th – 15th 2017
Sonoma/Marin Fairgrounds - Petaluma, CA
Friday
Rally and Obedience – Dee Dee Anderson
Conformation – Sue Cole (Culkeeran Irish Wolfhounds,
England)
Heart Testing 8am – 3pm
ASFA Lure Trial – Jayme Jones
Pot Luck Dinner
Saturday
Puppy & Veteran Sweeps & Extended Generations
– Sue Marvin
Conformation – Debbie Petersen
Judges Dinner
Sunday
AKC Lure Trial – Ginnie Koscinski
You do not have to enter a dog in the Specialty - just
come and join others (bring your dog) to socialize and
have fun !
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Dillon Beach Day - May 28th
"Q" kids 2nd Birthday
Al Lum's BBQ'd Hot Dog Day
It was a last minute decision to go to Dillon Beach but we
ended up with a wonderful crowd and good weather after so much
rain ! We celebrated the "Q" kids 2nd Birthday with cupcakes for
everyone and biscuit filled goody bags for all the dogs.
Quincyann shared her cupcakes with her Sire, Oisin. After Quincy
and Q'Taney licked all the
frosting off, I passed the
cupcakes around but there
were no takers. Picky, picky.
It was wonderful to have our
Birthday song leader, Castle,
back. He and Peggy missed
the last couple of beach days
due to Castle's injured foot.
Just when you think you have
seen everything, along comes
something new !!! A Wolfhound
swinging in a hammock. TJ
and Lin Lin, newcomers to
Dillon Beach, brought along a
hammock which was hung
between two trees. With very
little encouragement, their
Wolfhound, Data, was soon in it
Then she joined her littermates, Ajax and Athena Giles in their xpen for a happy reunion.
Of course, we had our usual walks along the shore with the
usual astonished beach goers asking the usual questions. The
Hounds had a great time and we got exercise as we were
preparing to have a gourmet lunch. Al Lum's Hot Dogs have
become a regular item on the menu. And, there is always a
variety of great food to go with them.
If you want to be on the Dillon Beach Group list, let me know.
It is such a great day for the Hounds !
Carol
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Pet Insurance Options - written by Rysheron Family
Member - Briget Wandruff and Tristan the Great.
I understand owners have varied needs and varied desires for pet
insurance coverage (or not). Some have bottomless bank accounts,
some wish to cover only illnesses and injuries, some wish to
include wellness coverage, some appreciate the option to
customize. Here are a couple of links to websites to help folks
review and compare programs. Only you can determine that works
for your comfort, lifestyle and budget. The following websites do a
nice job summarizing insurers in the US & Canada and have
hyperlinks to more detail for each.
www.petinsurancereview.com/101.asp
www.petinsurancereview.com/ca_dog.asp
Irish Wolfhounds are a galloping breed prone to bumps and
bruises, pneumonia, cancer, heart issues and other things usual and
unusual to the breed.
In our home, Trupanion has supported our hounds in all aspects
of health and treatment, from cancer to physical therapy to
obstruction surgery. We pay $100/mo per dog with the optional
"Recovery Rider." Tristan was fully insured, and thank goodness
he was when he had a trauma injury when he was six months old.
The physical therapy in his recovery rider was used for over a year
of PT.
In the last seven years Trupanion has returned over $72,000 in
care coverage for three wolfhounds in our home.
I’m not well disciplined. I don't put money into an emergency
fund, rather than get insurance, because every day I could find
good non-health related use for the "emergency fund." I know
myself, so, insurance. I started my research like many by checking
the internet, but the best resource I had to confirm the quality of
the insurance were the vet hospitals. I asked, "Who is paying out
and not pushing pack," as that is what I wanted know. At the time,
Trupanion was touted as the best. I had VIP at one time and
canceled it as the payout was low on their "wellness" program. I
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did not consider insuring my dogs again until Gabriel joined our
family in 2010. Thank goodness I did.
I spoke with my local vet clinic's insurance specialist, Jennifer,
a veterinary health technician, and she told me that Nationwide, of
all the insurers she deals with at the clinic, seems to serve their
client's best. They pay.
Jennifer wrote, "We recommend having insurance for every
pet. It gives the option to provide the best medical care in case of
an emergency or illness by knowing that a percentage of the costs
will be covered. Heart of Chelsea Animal Hospital is not affiliated
with a specific insurance company. However, we do interact with
most of them while assisting clients with their claim submissions.
“Every insurance company has its own unique set of benefits and
plans, so it's important to do the homework to see what works best
for each lifestyle. I recommend the Whole Pet with Wellness Plan
from Nationwide Pet Insurance. This plan offers the widest range
of coverage and even includes wellness visits, all reimbursed at
90% with no annual limit."
After receiving Jennifer's email, I had some follow-up
questions as, again, we are the House of Mischief and things
happen. I asked about the differences between with Nationwide
and Trupanion with what Trupanion calls their "Recovery Rider"
-- this is a Trupanion service policy "ADD" that you can request
and pay for above the basic policy. I wrote, “Does Nationwide
have a rider option to cover recovery care such as acupuncture,
physical and hydrotherapy, vet prescribed food ), chiropractic etc?
Trupanion does not have a life time or cap for approved treatment,
does Nationwide? These are important things to know for Irish
Wolfhounds as it is a galloping breed that has cancer (usually
osteosarcoma), DCM and rear end failure as the top three causes of
death.”
Here is her response: “The Nationwide Whole Pet with
Wellness Plan does not have any riders....all of those treatments
are included in their plan without any additional charges or riders.
Also Nationwide Whole Pet covers prescription diets (for
treatment of a condition) at 90% reimbursement for the life of the
pet. I hope this helps your Irish Wolfhound community, we
definitely want every pet to start out with insurance protection!”
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I will forever be skeptical about "Wellness" benefits, as when I
had VIP all those years ago the reimbursement was a small % of
cost of vaccines. It was what VIP determined as acceptable cost of
a vaccine. Where I live a vaccine cost $56 for the vaccine itself. So
when you speak with insurers, get specific detail to the wellness
benefit. Your vets can also tell you how particular insurers
reimburse for those wellness visits. I know people who have had
success with Embrace, Nationwide (formerly VIP), and Trupanion.
The links provided will help with the policy comparisons. Good
luck. It is a relief to be able to focus on quality of life decisions
rather than cost in an emergency. In reality, in the situation of an
emergency I have not been able to get out of a vet hospital for less
than $5,000 with my wolfhounds.
Do your research and include your vet and emergency hospital in
that research. Ask them who they find to be the best. Ask them
which insurers have direct pay arrangements with them. This is a
telling sign. When I told our emergency hospital's Finance Guy
that we are covered by Trupanion for Tristan's post IWAGS
Specialty, stole something from someone at the show
"obstruction," everything was a formality. I was able to focus on
Tristan and so was his veterinary team. For me, Trupanion works
for our lifestyle and is best received by our local Blue Pearl
emergency hospital and specialist center.
- Briget 06/30/2017
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AT THE DOG SHOWS

Yosemite Kennel Club
Judge: Dr Daniel Dowling

June 8, 2017
3 Dogs / 7 Bitches
4 Dog & 4 Bitch Sp

WD/BOW

Fleetwind Carroy Cormac - Lynne Rosebrock
& Lois Thomasson
RWD
Rysheron’s Aces High - Angela Constable
& Cheryl Riggs
WB
Rysherons Shady Lady - Cheryl Riggs
& Jeffrey Lindley
RWB
Carroy Ciara McDermot - Lynne Rosebrock
BOB
GCH Monnalisa Della Bassa Pavese - Linda Souza
& Jamie Souza-Bartlett
BOS
GCHB Kool And The Gang Roan Inish Angela Constable & John Dowell
SELECT DOG GCH Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard
SELECT BITCH CH Gabriel’s Quincyann Carol Gabriel & Lori Trumble
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Yosemite Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs Gretchen Bernardi

June 9, 2017
5 Dogs / 9 Bitches
4 Dog & 4 Bitch Sp

WD

Fleetwind Carroy Cormac - Lynne Rosebrock
& Lois Thomasson
RWD
Gabriel’s Phelan Of Innisfree - Kathy Bowler
& Steve Coony
WB/BOW
Quest Nothings Gonna Stop Us Now - Cindy
& Kevin Steele
RWB
Carroy Ciara McDermot - Lynne Rosebrock
BOB
GCH Monnalisa Della Bassa Pavese - Linda Souza
& Jamie Souza-Bartlett
BOS
GCHB Kool And The Gang Roan Inish Angela Constable & John Dowell
SELECT DOG GCH Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard
SELECT BITCH CH Gabriel’s Quincyann Carol Gabriel & Lori Trumble

Contra Costa County Kennel Club
Judge: Mr Lou Guerreo

WD

June 10, 2017
10 Dogs / 12 Bitches
4 Dog & 4 Bitch Sp

Anmchara Never Say Never Of Doomore
- Christine Bergman
RWD
Killian The Heart Of Donegall, CGCA - Harry Burr
WB/BOW
Pern Peerless Quest - Cathy Lursen, Ed Powers
& Kelly Cromer
RWB
Horizons Cats Pajamas Of Limerick - Jenny Clark
BOB
GCH Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard
BOS
GCH Monnalisa Della Bassa Pavese - Linda Souza
& Jamie Souza-Bartlett
SELECT DOG GCH Glenfels Limerick Gday USA - Mike & Marcia
Walsh & Jamie Souza Bartlett
SELECT BITCH CH Cumuirin Townshend Of Eagle - Sadie Heller
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Contra Costa County Kennel Club
Judge: Mr Colin Hamilton

June 11, 2017
6 Dogs / 12 Bitches
5 Dog & 4 Bitch Sp

WD/BOW

Killian The Heart Of Donegall, CGCA - Harry Burr
**** New Champion****
RWD
Carroy’s Samurai Jack Of Tory - Junko Ishihara
& Al Lum
WB
Quest Nothings Gonna Stop Us Now - Cindy
& Kevin Steele
RWB
Glenn Eyrie Mother Maeve I ? - Sue Nelson
& James Williams
BOB
GCHB Kool And The Gang Roan Inish Angela Constable & John Dowell
BOS
CH Cumuirin Townshend Of Eagle - Sadie Heller
SELECT DOG GCH Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard
SELECT BITCH GCH Monnalisa Della Bassa Pavese - Linda Souza
& Jamie Souza-Bartlett
Lost Coast Kennel Club
Judge: Dr Andrea Bradford

June 30, 2017
1 Dog / 4 Bitches
2 Dog & 3 Bitch Sp

WD

Gabriel’s Qooldude Of Cu Mara - Ann Gould,
Tom Birse & Mike Luba
WB/BOW
Eirinn’s Cait Of Carroy, CGC - Chris & Megan
Thompson
RWB
Carroy Tory Fabulous Fiona Of CuPacific Gregory Collins
BOB
GCH Monnalisa Della Bassa Pavese - Linda Souza
& Jamie Souza-Bartlett
***Hound Group Two***
***Bronze Grand Champion***
BOS
GCH Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard
SELECT DOG CH Gabriel’s Proud Kane Of Tomfoolery Lynn Lawrence
SELECT BITCH CH Gabriel’s Quincyann - Carol Gabriel
& Lori Trumble
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Lost Coast Kennel Club
Judge: Ms Sheila Paske

July 1, 2017
1 Dog / 3 Bitches
2 Dog & 3 Bitch Sp

WD

Gabriel’s Qooldude Of Cu Mara - Ann Gould,
Tom Birse & Mike Luba
WB/BOW
Eirinn’s Cait Of Carroy, CGC - Chris & Megan
Thompson
RWB
Carroy Tory Fabulous Fiona Of CuPacific Gregory Collins
BOB
GCH Monnalisa Della Bassa Pavese - Linda Souza
& Jamie Souza-Bartlett
***Hound Group Three***
BOS
GCH Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard
SELECT DOG CH Gabriel’s Proud Kane Of Tomfoolery Lynn Lawrence
SELECT BITCH CH Gabriel’s Quincyann - Carol Gabriel
& Lori Trumble
Lost Coast Kennel Club
Judge: Col Joe Purkhiser

July 2, 2017
1 Dog / 4 Bitches
1 Dog & 3 Bitch Sp

WD

Gabriel’s Qooldude Of Cu Mara - Ann Gould,
Tom Birse & Mike Luba
WB/BOW
Eirinn’s Cait Of Carroy, CGC - Chris & Megan
Thompson
RWB
Carroy Tory Fabulous Fiona Of CuPacific Gregory Collins
BOB
GCH Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard
***Hound Group Three***
BOS
GCH Monnalisa Della Bassa Pavese - Linda Souza
& Jamie Souza-Bartlett
SELECT BITCH CH Gabriel’s Quincyann - Carol Gabriel
& Lori Trumble
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Del Monte Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs Kimberly Cavanna

July 15, 2017
5 Dogs / 4 Bitches
2 Dog & 2 Bitch Sp

WD

Fleetwind Paladin Colin Campbell - John & Kay Paz
& Lois Thomasson
RWD
Fleetwind Carroy Cormac - Lynne Rosebrock
& Lois Thomasson
WB/BOW
Dashiell’s Den Fey Moon Dance Gabriel Melinda Chaney
RWB
Fleetwind Carroy Lucky Charm - Lynne Rosebrock
& Lois Thomasson
BOB
GCH Monnalisa Della Bassa Pavese - Linda Souza
& Jamie Souza-Bartlett
BOS
GCHB Kool And The Gang Roan Inish Angela Constable & John Dowell
SELECT DOG GCH Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard
*** Bronze Grand Champion***
SELECT BITCH GCH Neaden Carroy Teagon Blue, CGC Ylva Ghazal & Jim Miller
Del Monte Kennel Club
Judge: Mr Charles Trotter

WD/BOW

July 16, 2017
5 Dogs / 4 Bitches
2 Dog & 1 Bitch Sp

Fleetwind Paladin Colin Campbell - John & Kay Paz
& Lois Thomasson
RWD
Fleetwind Carroy Cormac - Lynne Rosebrock
& Lois Thomasson
WB
Fleetwind Carroy Lucky Charm - Lynne Rosebrock
& Lois Thomasson
RWB
Carroy Zajacz”s Aibreann Of Tory - Carla Zayac
& Lynne Rosebrock
BOB
GCHB Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard
BOS
GCH Neaden Carroy Teagon Blue, CGC Ylva Ghazal & Jim Miller
SELECT DOG GCHB Kool And The Gang Roan Inish Angela Constable & John Dowell

Impact of Exercise on Puppy
Growth Plates
December 17, 2016 by Admin
When it comes to puppies, it may be tempting to exercise them so to
drain that boundless puppy energy, but it's important to consider the
impact exercise may have on puppy growth plates. When can I take my
puppy jogging with me? When can my puppy start competing in agility
classes? When can my puppy follow me on a bike? These are all
important questions that puppy owners often ask. While there's no
question about the fact that puppies love romping and moving about,
even up to the point a good thing can have an impact, and in this case,
the impact can have deleterious effects to the the pup's developing
skeletal system.

What are Puppy
Growth Plates?
Puppy bones are
surrounded by layers of soft
developing cartilage tissue
that are found towards the
end of most long bones.
These areas of soft cartilage
are known as growth plates
or more technically,
epiphyseal plates. When it
comes to the skeletal
development of puppies, it's
important that the puppies'
bones go through even
growth, basically,
synchronized growth that
occurs evenly and as close
to the same rate as possible.
If an injury to a growth plate occurs, the growth of damaged cells
may slow down and come to a halt meaning that there may no longer be
growth on one side. When the growing of the affected side is delayed
and stopped, the unaffected, healthy side may continue to grow and this
deformity of the bone. If you therefore suspect injury to your pup's
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growth plates or
witness any
abnormalities, see
your vet at once.
Did you know?
Some dog breeds
have a mutation in
their genes
responsible for
transforming
cartilage to bone.
This causes
shortened legs, a
condition known
as achondroplasia
as seen in basset
hounds,
dachshunds and
corgis.

Preventing Puppy Growth Plate Injuries
Puppies need proper exercise as they grow puppy owners may find it
surprising when trainers tell them that their puppies are too young to
start competing in agility. However, puppy owners may start their
puppies on some pre-agility basics such as getting familiar with agility
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obstacles and other skills/ foundation exercises that aren't high impact
and therefore won't put strain on those delicate growth plates. Consult
with your vet and agility trainer for when you can get started.
Did you know? In a study involving 203 agility dogs, it was found that
the tibia, radius and ulna were significantly longer than the femur and
humerus, respectively, in dogs that were spayed or neutered at or prior
to 8 months of age as compared to intact dogs.( Source: M.C. Zink)

When Do Puppy Growth Plates Close?
As puppies grow, minerals harden the soft areas but exactly when do
these puppy growth plates close? Since dogs develop at different rates
based on size and breed, there is no one rule that fits all.
For example, growths plates in a Chihuahua will close much sooner
than a larger breed such as a great dane. Generally most skeletal growth
occurs when puppies are between 3 and 6 months of age. Afterward,
longitudinal growth decreases, and by 10-12 months or up to 18 months
in the large/giant dog breeds, most growth plates have fused and closed.
However, some suggest the process can take even up to 20 months.
How can a dog owner know for sure whether a dog's growth plates
have closed or not? The best option is to talk to the vet before starting
puppies on any rigorous exercise or sport training regimens.
of age. "-Dr. Wendy Baltzer
Effects of Hormones
Delaying neutering in larger dog breeds may help reduce the
incidence of these orthopedic conditions.
"The effects of neutering during the first year of a dog's life, especially
in larger breeds, undoubtedly reflects the vulnerability of their joints to
the delayed closure of long-bone growth plates, when neutering removes
the gonadal, or sex, hormones. " -Benjamin Hart
Did you know? A Salter-Harris fracture is a fracture involving the
growth plates. This classification system categorizes dog growth plate
fractures into several types as seen in the chart Comparison of Labrador
Retrievers with Golden Retrievers.
References:
• Hart, BL, Hart, LA Thigpen AP, Willits, NH (2014) Long-Term
Health Effects of Neutering Dogs:
Comparison of Labrador Retrievers with Golden Retrievers.
PL0S ONE 9(7): el 02241 . doi:1 0.1371 /journal.pone.0102241
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Driving With Your Dog
I always crate my dogs when they are in my vehicle. If we were in
an accident, the crate would likely contain them.
I have identifying information contained within a plastic sleeve
attached to their crates, complete with the phone numbers of
friends in case my husband and I were too badly hurt to help our
dogs. I keep a copy of my dogs' rabies certificates and licenses
there, as well as a statement about each dog and guaranteeing the
payment of any vet bills. If you use a seatbelt for your dog.
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Coursing
We went to the Whippet Club AKC lure coursing event on 6/24
(Sat). Cindy and Kevin Steele's Grace ran with us. Because it
became too hot for Jack, he only ran the first run with Grace.
Second run
was a little
while after our
first run. Jack
was not able to
recover very
well from his
first run and
the
Jack
Grace
temperature
kept climbing.
I know Grace completed her second run. She was 1-yellow (Jack
would have been 1-pink). I don't know her score from 2nd run.
We signed up for the following day but didn't go because it was
supposed to be even hotter than Saturday. Ed Powers and Kathy
Lursen were scheduled to be there with their dogs on Sunday
(6/25) but cancelled due to weather. Cindy Steele said that they
had other plans on Sunday so they did not enter Grace for Sunday
run.
Our boy cannot handle 80 degrees temps.
Hugs, Junko
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Terry’s FAMOUS All-Breed Coursing and Lost Coast KC Shows
Was it cold ? Yes.
Was it wet ? Yes.
Did we have a great time?

YES ! YES ! YES !

We missed a few of the regulars in our group this year but we had a
good crowd enjoying this 3 day event. Chef's Birse, Giles, and Gabriel
each had a night to be in charge of the BBQ. The meals were planned
ahead of time so we all knew exactly what to bring and which night to
put it on the table. Delicious food, lots of laughs, and great
conversation! Ann dressed up the Pedengos for dinner and they looked
adorable. I had an unexpected thrill each day. I showed a beautiful
Scottish Deerhound and it
brought back so many
memories of General and
Heidi and how much joy
they gave me. Chris also
was a Deerhound handler
and did a fine job.
NOW. The highlight of
the weekend ! Terry's AllBreed Lure Course.
Though the Show entries
were down this year, many
exhibitors flocked to the
coursing field after BIS on Friday and Saturday. The sound is deafening
as some of the dogs are so excited waiting for their turn ! Comic relief
was a Bulldog. He could hardly wait. Finally, it was his turn to chase
the bunny. He started out running as fast as he could, then he walked,
then he ran a little more, then he walked, then he ran again, BUT he did
finish the entire course and got a big applause from the crowd. People
are so grateful that Terry and his crew make this fun event possible each
year and it is looked forward to more than words can say.
We always celebrate Chris and Megan's Anniversary and this year was
no exception. A card, signed by all, and a bottle of Champagne was
presented too them along with many wishes for continued happiness.
What a memorable weekend.
Carol
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Jim and Ylva's magnificent Veteran, Caden, as he
watched the Bunny, waiting for his turn. A short course
was set up especially for him so he could do what he
loved best ! He was SOOO happy and proud. Then, with
his Wolfhound fan club surrounding him, he crossed the
Bridge. Here's to a wonderful Hound who lived his life to
the fullest.
Carol
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Improve Your Picky Eater's Diet
A dog doesn't have to be too thin to be a poor eater. Plenty of picky eaters are
overweight. Too thin or too heavy, there are strategies for enticing dogs who
eat too little, or too little of the right foods.
It's not just cats. Some dogs turn up their noses at food, too, worrying their
"parents" that they're not taking in enough calories — or won't unless they're
fed more enticing fare. Are these picky eaters born that way, or molded that
way by their owners?
Certain breeds just tend to be on the thin side," says Tufts veterinary
nutritionist Deborah Linder, DVM DACVN. Greyhounds and poodles come to
mind, she notes, but they're not the only ones.
"There simply are dogs
who eat to live instead of live to eat, " the doctor comments, "and you may
have to watch with them that they're taking in
too few calories.' These
are the dogs who are born to be thin. It's just in their makeup to eat on the light
side.
Then there are the eaters we help train to be picky, and who train us in turn
to faithfully indulge the pickiness we have helped cultivate. And they're not
necessarily trim at all. "It's very common to hear about the picky obese dog,"
Dr. Linder notes. This is not a dog who won't eat but, rather, one who won't eat
unless the food put in front of her is calorie-dense "people food" that she has
helped accustom her human family to feeding her by holding out.
Of course, there are also many dogs who don't eat enough, or don't eat
right, because they have a medical condition that makes them nauseated or
takes away their appetite in other ways. But we're talking here about healthy
dogs who either just aren't that into food (owners of Labs need not pay close
attention here) or have learned through their owners' feeding habits not to be
into regular kibble and instead have become used to eating the rich dietary fare
they prefer, though it may be harmful to them by dint of either having too
many calories or being unbalanced in terms of nutrients.

Either way, where do you start?

For the dog you fear is too thin
Before you decide that your dog's too thin, or at risk for becoming too thin,
take her for a visit to the veterinarian. So many dogs are overweight these days
— upwards of 40 percent of them, by some estimates — too fat now looks
normal, and a healthy weight often looks too thin. Let the doctor make a
professional assessment. What seems pencil-thin to you compared to all your
dog's neighborhood peers may actually be just right.
Also worth considering is that a number of people with very small dogs
often fear their pet isn't eating enough because the amount they consume is so

very little. But such people may be overestimating the amount of food
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required. These dogs eat very little precisely because they are very little! The
veterinarian can make a professional evaluation about whether the dog is taking
in the right amount of food.

If your dog is too thin
In the instance that your dog truly is underweight, it falls to you to try to
entice her to eat. It's okay in such a case to let your motherly instinct kick in and
see what you can do to get her to take in more calories. Dr. Linder points out
that while a few decades ago pet food wasn't necessarily manufactured with
palatability in mind, today there are many foods available to trigger your dog's
appetite. Dog chow is available in many different flavors and forms — stews,
pate, loaf, shredded, chunks, and in various shapes like doughnuts, stars,
pyramids, etc. Try different types of foods based on flavors and textures, she
suggests, and keep a diary to track what your pet's preferences are. That way,
you'll help insure that she consumes more calories than she has been.
Along the same lines, watch for food aversions. Remember that time you had
a gastrointestinal bug shortly after you had been eating leftover meatloaf for a
couple of days, and now even just the thought of meatloaf churns your stomach,
not because the food made you ill but simply because you associate it with not
feeling well? Well, dogs make the same associations. If a too-thin dog
consistently turns away from a particular food even if she hasn't eaten for a
while, respect that aversion and don't keep trying to see if she will eat it. Keep
in mind that some smells linger on bowls that expert doggy noses can pick up,
even after bowls have been washed. One way to deal with that is to try using
new bowls — or disposable plates— if you're worried about an aversion.
Consider enhancing your dog's diet with "people food" ingredients that she
likes enough to entice her to eat more. You don't want your dog to take in more
than 10 percent of her calories from such foods, Dr. Linder says. Commercial
dog foods have just the right mix of nutrients to keep her healthy, and more than
10 percent of calories from other sources could easily throw off her nutrient
balance and compromise her health, including her ability to fight disease. But
judicious use of certain taste enhancers might be able to do the trick of getting
your pet to eat healthful kibble.
These flavor boosters include chopped chicken breast (50 calories per
quarter cup) for pets without protein restrictions, homemade chicken broth
(store-bought is usually high in sodium and frequently contains onion or garlic,
which are toxic for dogs), low-fat and no-salt-added cottage cheese (50 calories
per quarter cup), and honey or maple syrup (60 calories per tablespoon). To put
the calorie counts of these enhancers in perspective, a 75-pound dog requires
roughly 1,000 calories per day.
If you are going to try enhancers, Dr. Linder advises adding them before
your pet has a chance to refuse a food rather than as a "reward" for turning up
her nose up at the food the first time.
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Finally, suggests Dr. Linder, if your dog has trouble consuming enough
calories, check your own stress level. Dogs don't like stress in the house. Who
can eat with people yelling or angry or just generally anxious and out of
sorts?
There's also another kind of stress that can hinder good eating in a dog for
whom eating is an issue. It's the stress of an owner who has become overly
invested in their pet's eating habits and feels anxious about how much their pet
is consuming. This anxiety can spill over to your pet, who won't understand
why you get very upset at mealtimes but sure can feel the tension. That, in turn,
can make her associate mealtime with the idea that something is wrong or
upsetting.
One way to know if your dog isn't eating enough because mealtime is such a
fraught activity for you is to check if she eats normally when pet sitters feed her
or a different family member takes charge of mealtime. If that's the case but it
still falls to you to feed your dog most of the time, you can reduce stress during
meals by leaving food in timed automatic feeders, or placing the food and your
pet in a quiet, separate room in the house where she is left alone to eat. In other
words, you can actively remove yourself from the situation so your dog can eat
without having to deal with your worry over her food intake in the moment.

If your dog is not too thin
picky

but nevertheless

As we said earlier, not all lousy eaters are too skinny. Plenty are too heavy
because they will eat only calorie-dense foods rather than calorically balanced
chow created exclusively for dogs. It's hard to say which comes first, the dog
with the finicky palate or the owner who creates a finicky palate by acting like a
short-order cook and working to coax their pet to eat by trying different
delectable things until the animal finally "gives in" and consumes, say, the steak
or the chicken with special sauce on it. Coaxers in these instances are not doing
their dogs any favors. Delicious but nutritionally inadequate foods set up a pet
for health problems that go beyond the obesity that can cause painful joints and
other orthopedic travails and make it hard for a dog to live the active life she's
meant for. Nutrient imbalances can even compromise the immune system and
make it harder to fight disease.
Admittedly, the problem doesn't always occur because of an owner's
misguided efforts to make a dog happy. Some dogs start holding out for "the
good stuff" even after one or two aberrations from their typical diet.
What’s-a dog-owner-to do-in-such a situation? "You can be a little firm
here," Dr. Linder says. "Hold your ground for a couple of meals" by simply
putting out the kibble and not feeding, say, chicken, if your pet turns up her
nose. Unlike the dog who tends naturally to be on the thin side, she will not fade
away. She will dig in her heels only so long and then give up. It might seem
harsh to you as you are going through the process, but remember, you are not
trying to punish your dog or even show any anger or exasperation. You are just
making it clear that you have a certain expectation of her . She will get the
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picture, and you will get a healthier dog that lives longer. her heels only so
long and then give up. It might seem harsh to you as you're going through the
process, but remember, you're not trying to punish your dog or even show any
anger or exasperation. You're just making it clear that you have a certain
expectation of her. She will get the picture, and you will get a healthier dog that
lives longer.
If you feel your resolve wavering, consider this: children want to be made
happy with food, too, but you can't feed their favorite food for dinner every
single night. You'd no doubt be compromising their health — and probably
rotting out their teeth in the bargain. •

Are Dogs Adventurous Eaters to Start With?
It's often said that dogs have palates with wanderlust. Unlike children, they will
try anything, happily. But is the penchant to eat adventurously built into their
DNA?
"There's a theory, not fully proven with research, that food preferences among
dogs are related a little bit to how they're fed at weaning," says Tufts
veterinary nutritionist Deborah Linder, DVM, DACVN. "When they're very
young puppies, are they given a variety of foods to try or just one food and one
food alone?
"It may be that those young pups who are given only one food are averse to
trying others." But few pups are actually put on a single-food diet, Dr. Linder
says, because they are generally given high-value treats as part of their training.
"I'll sit because I get something yummy for doing it," as Dr. Linder puts it. That
is, in our society, dogs are trained, and trained young, that trying different foods
is likely to be a delicious experience. So why wouldn't they be willing to taste
all kinds of novel fare, hoping to settle for only the yummiest of food?
Deborah Linder, DVM DACVN
Your Dog Magazine – July 2017
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Obedience And Rally
Article by Cindy Steele

Rally !
Rally is a fun and competitive sport to do with your Wolfhound. Many of
the exercises performed in obedience are the same in Rally; heel, sit, down,
stay. Rally is less militant than an obedience, trial and the handler is allowed
to talk, gesture and encourage her hound.
Currently, there are three levels: Novice, Advance
and Excellent. Novice exercises are all on leash,
including the "stay' and "recall" exercises.
Instead of a judge calling commands, the
handler follows a course of about 15
signs in Novice. Most exercises are heeling, sits
and downs, and some recall. The
owner/handlers get an opportunity to walk the
course and ask questions prior to the trial. Like in obedience, you and
your hound need to get a qualifying score in 3 different rally trials to earn
a title. Your rally run is judged with 100 being a perfect score, teamwork
with your hound is the objective, the more you work together
in harmony for all exercises, the higher your score.
Start practicing now with your hound- Rally at our specialty will be
a blast!
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Starting in November 2017 there will be two new titles in Rally and more
signs. The first new level will be Intermediate – between Novice
and Advanced, for those who have achieved a Rally Novice title, but not yet
ready for Advanced. The other new level will be Master, and this level is for
those who have achieved Rally Excellent title and will be the highest level.
For more information on Rally go to the AKC
website: http://www.akc.org/events/rally.

Really, really tired !
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What is a “hypoallergenic” dog shampoo –
And who regulates these things ?
By Cynthia Foley
The phrase "hypoallergenic" was first used in advertising by the
cosmetics company Almay in 1953. Almay was founded in 1931 by
Alfred and Fanny May Woititz when Alfred, a chemist, began
developing skin care products for his wife — cosmetics that wouldn't
irritate Fanny May's sensitive skin. Almay was the first company to
market the concept of skincare product safety, and set itself apart by
producing fragrance-free products, including all product ingredients on
product labels, and testing its products for allergy and irritation. After its
introduction by Almay, the description "hypoallergenic" quickly became
widespread in the cosmetics industry — even if the products they
described were not, in actual fact, less allergenic than other products.
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulates the cosmetic
industry in the United States. The FDA provides guidance and
enforcement for cosmetic companies in order to ensure the safety of
consumers. It also provides oversight of labels and misrepresentations
under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and the Fair Packaging and
Labelipg Act. These Acts provide definitions for anything that can be on
a cosmetic product label. "Shampoo," not incidentally, is defined as a
cosmetic: "articles intended to be rubbed, poured, sprinkled, or sprayed
on, introduced into, or otherwise applied to the human body for
cleansing, beautifying, promoting attractiveness, or altering the
appearance... .
In 1974, the FDA attempted to regulate the phrase hypoallergenic as it
pertains to cosmetics. It proposed that a product should be permitted to
be labeled hypoallergenic only if scientific studies on human subjects
showed the product caused a significantly lower rate of adverse skin
reactions than ordinary products.
Comments on the proposal were received from consumers, consumer
advocacy groups, and cosmetic manufacturers. The FDA issued its final
regulation in 1975 — and two cosmetic companies, Almay and Clinique
(another company specializing in "hypoallergenic" products),
immediately filed suit to have the regulation ruled as invalid. Eventually,
the U.S. Court of Appeals agreed with their objections, stating that the
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FDA had not demonstrated that consumers perceive the term
"hypoallergenic" in the way described in the regulation.
The FDA has not attempted to codify regulations regarding
hypoallergenic products since. A 1978 FDA consumer magazine article
about the battles over the "hypoallergenic" regulations concluded, "As a
result of the decision, manufacturers may continue to label and advertise
their cosmetics as 'hypoallergenic' or make similar claims without any
supporting evidence. Consumers will have no assurance that such claims
are valid."
What about hypoallergenic dog shampoos? Well, it's even less charted
territory. We've already established that hypoallergenic lacks a legal
definition. Dog shampoos that claim to cure, treat, or otherwise mitigate
a disease or ailment are regulated by the FDA' Center for Veterinary
Medicine. Dog shampoos that claim to kill or control fleas or ticks fall
under the regulatory purview of the Environmental Protection Agency.
But Uregular" dog shampoos, "hypoallergenic" or otherwise, fall under
the category of "grooming aids," which are not regulated by any
governmental or non-governmental agency in this country.

Whole Dog Journal – June 2017
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The Eyes Have It
If your dog doesn't already know the value of eye contact with humans,
you can easily teach her. This is an operant conditioning/positive
reinforcement exercise — your dog learns her behavior can make good
stuff happen:

1

Holding a tasty treat in your hand, have your dog sit in front of you.

2

Show her the treat and move it L to the corner of your eye. When her
eyes meet yours, click and treat. Repeat.

3

Say the cue "Watch!" just before you move the treat to your eye.
When she makes eye contact, click and treat. Repeat.

4

After several repetitions (the number of repetitions needed will
depend on the individual dog), pause after you give the "Watch!" cue
and see if she looks into your eyes. If she does, click and treat. If she
doesn't, move the treat to your eye, click and treat.

5

Say "Watch!" Move the treat halfway to your eye, and wait. Just
wait. Eventually she will glance at your eyes. Click and treat. (If she
never looks at your eyes, do several more repetitions of Step 4.)

6

Say "Watch" and hold the treat at arm's length out to the side. Wait.
She will likely stare at the treat for a moment or two, but invariably,
within a few moments, she will glance at your face (usually, in an
effort to try to figure out what you are doing)). When she makes eye
contact, click and treat.

When your dog has come to realize the value of eye contact, she will
sometimes offer the behavior without being cued. Be sure to reinforce
offered eye contact as well as cued eye contact. To help her be
comfortable with eye contact from other humans, ask your friends to
play the "Watch" game with her as well.

Author not given
The Whole Dog Journal – June 2017
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August
4 years old
Meara Zajac

6 years old
Matty Aiken

7 years old
Maggie Thatcher Bracken, Kellory Sauther, Oscar McKelvey,
Ivy Robertson, Aodhan Pifer, Druid Guenther, Castle Squires,
& Seamrog Thompson

10 years old!!
Miss Keena Conroy on August 2nd!
Congratulations and Happy Birthday!

If you would like to see your dog(s) name on the
Boofday List, please contact
Carol Jones RoseheartCu@gmail.com
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September
2 year olds
Angie Gould-Burse-Luba & Smile Souza

5 year olds
Sammy Kuhar

6 years old
Rhondda Thompson

HAPPY BOOFDAY!

October
5 years old: Killian Burr
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NCIWC Calendar
August 5 & 6, 2017
Richmond Dog Fanciers - Dixon
Aug 19 & 20, 2017
MBAY AKC Lure Trials - Hollister
August 24 & 25, 2017
Santa Cruz KC - Santa Rosa
August 26 & 27, 2017
Mensona KC - Santa Rosa
August 26, 2017
NCIWC Meeting - Santa Rosa
Sept 2 & 3, 2017
Sept 9 & 10, 2017
Sept 14 & 15, 2017
Sept 16 & 17, 2017

Gold Country KC - Grass Valley
Redwood Empire KB - Petaluma
Lake County KC - Vallejo
Sir Francis Drake KC - Vallejo

October 7 & 8 ,2017
October 13, 14, 15, 2017
October 14 7 15, 2017
October 20, 2017
October 21 & 22, 2017
October 28 & 29, 2017

Donner Trail KC - Roseville
NCIWC Specialty - Petaluma
Sierra-tuolumne KC - Sonora
Skyline KC - Pleasanton
DelValle KC - Pleasanton
Sacramento Valley KC - Dixon
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The Hounds’ Bugle
2213 Greenbrier Street
Concord, CA 94520-1441

